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Introduction

On November 17, 2006, this Board issued a tentative schedule for the resolution of the

above captioned matter.1  In that Order, the Board proposed that it would issue a further Order

on or about February 13, 2007, after we had completed our review of the Environmental Impact

Statement (EIS) and Safety Evaluation Report (SER).  We indicated that, in the February 13

Order, we would set out specific hearing issues – to be followed by the submission of pre-filed

direct testimony by the NRC Staff on March 12 – both of which would be preliminaries to the

Evidentiary Hearing in this matter which would commence on April 10, 2007.

Thereafter, on November 21, 2006, USEC, Inc. (USEC or Applicant) filed a motion in

which it asked that the hearing schedule be accelerated, and that it be allowed to submit written

direct testimony simultaneously with the NRC Staff.2  Specifically, USEC asked that the Board
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3  See Transcript of Pre-hearing Conference (Dec. 6, 2006) [hereinafter Tr.].

4  69 Fed. Reg. 61,411 (Oct. 18, 2004).

issue its list of hearing issues on January 2, 2007, approximately six weeks earlier than

originally proposed by the Board.  The Applicant suggested that this change would allow the

hearing to begin on February 13, 2007, rather than on April 10, 2007, as proposed in the

Board’s tentative scheduling order, and would allow the Board to issue its Initial Decision on or

about March 15, 2007.  Desiring to better understand the arguments of USEC, on December 6,

2006, the Board held a pre-hearing conference with the parties.3

Analysis

A.  Hearing Schedule

In the Notice of Hearing for this proceeding4 the Commission stated that it contemplated

the Board would issue its initial decision within 240 days of the issuance of the final EIS and

SER.  It was based on that specific guidance that the Board drafted the tentative schedule for

this proceeding.  Since the SER was published by the NRC Staff on September 11, 2006, the

Board’s tentative scheduling order contemplated that its initial decision would be issued on or

before May 9, 2007, within the 240 day window suggested by the Commission in its Notice of

Hearing.

In its Motion, USEC suggested that, because the Board did not grant any of the petitions

to intervene that were filed in this case, we should not rely on the original guidance provided by

the Commission in its Notice of Hearing for this proceeding but, instead, should look to the

Commission’s guidance in two uncontested Early Site Permit (ESP) cases, Clinton and Grand

Gulf, in which the Commission expressed its opinion that boards, in such uncontested cases,

should generally publish their initial decisions within six months of the issuance of the SER and
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5  See Exelon Generation Co., LLC (Clinton Early Site Permit); System Energy
Resources, Inc. (Grand Gulf Early Site Permit), CLI-06-20, 64 NRC 15, 27 (2006).  We also
note in passing that the review of the SER in ESP cases such as Clinton or Grand Gulf present
fewer and less complex issues than does the review of the SER in this proceeding.

6  USEC Motion at 6.

7  The Board is of the opinion that by identifying and narrowly focusing the significant
issues at this stage we will be able to conduct a far more efficient and useful hearing, and

(continued...)

EIS by the NRC Staff.5  USEC then reasoned that, because the SER was issued in mid-

September 2006, that the Board’s initial decision should be issued on or before March 15,

2007.  The Applicant also suggested that it was critically important that its Motion be granted

because it had entered into a contract with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) which

required it to commence construction at the American Centrifuge Plant (ACP) no later than

June 2007.6   USEC did not, however, include a copy of this contract with its Motion or indicate

in the Motion what constituted “commencement of construction.”  Nor did it state what would

happen if the “commencement of construction” milestone was not met, let alone what would

happen if that milestone was not met because of matters that were outside the control of

USEC.

In considering USEC’s Motion to Accelerate the Hearing Schedule, we start with a

strongly held belief that the Board has an obligation to the Commission, the parties, and to the

public generally, to issue its decisions as expeditiously as possible, consistent with our

obligation to adequately perform the functions that were delegated to us by the Commission in

the Hearing Notice and the applicable regulations.  Accordingly, in setting the tentative

schedule for concluding this proceeding, the Board estimated how long, taking into

consideration the other matters being handled by its three members, it would take the Board to

conduct a meaningful review of the SER, and issue focused questions to the parties which

would streamline the hearing process.7 
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7(...continued)
thereby shorten the overall time necessary to complete this proceeding and make our review
more beneficial to the overall application review process.

Considering these factors, the Board believes that its initial milestone for the issuance of

hearing issues was very ambitious and, after revisiting this issue in order to rule on USEC’s

Motion, we have not changed our estimate of the situation.  The Board simply will not be able to

give the SER the necessary review within the time suggested by USEC.  Accordingly, we must

deny USEC’s Motion to accelerate the hearing schedule.

Contrary to the view put forward by the Applicant, the Board does not believe that,

standing alone, the fact that no putative intervenor was granted status as a party in this

proceeding should materially shorten this proceeding.  In fact, competent, well prepared

intervenors who are able to focus the issues could expedite rather than retard the Board’s

review of the EIS and SER.  

The Board has an affirmative duty to audit the NRC Staff’s review of USEC’s

application.  We must determine whether the NRC Staff’s conclusions in the EIS and SER are

factually and logically supported by the record of the proceeding, whether the regulations of the

NRC have been complied with, and whether the requirements of the National Environmental

Policy Act have been met.  We have these obligations whether or not an intevenor is admitted

to the proceeding, and our review of the record is not necessarily materially expedited by the

absence of an admitted intevenor.  In individual situations the opposite may well be the case as

the Board may well gain useful insights into the application, and the NRC Staff’s review of the

application, through the submissions of intervenors.  Accordingly, we reject USEC’s argument

that we must accelerate the hearing schedule simply because this is an uncontested

proceeding.
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8  Tr. at 11.

9  Id. at 13.

10  Id.

11  Id. at 25.

In addition, in denying the Applicant’s Motion, we note that USEC’s contract with DOE

requiring that construction of the ACP begin by June 2007 was given little weight by the Board. 

As presented by USEC, this argument seemed, at best, to be a straw man.  

The Board was not presented with a copy of the contract.  At the pre-hearing

conference, in response to questions from the Board, we were told that the contract was signed

in June 2002, more than two years before USEC submitted its application.8  Thereafter, in the

four and one-half years since the contract was signed, the Applicant has not contacted DOE to

determine whether the June 2007 construction commencement milestone was of consequence9

and USEC conceded that the contract provided (unspecified) protections if performance were

delayed due to elements outside of USEC’s control.10  In addition, the Board was told that the

contract does not indicate what is meant by “beginning construction”11 and, in fact, activities that

would be allowed prior to the issuance of a license by the NRC might well constitute

“commencement of construction” under the contract.  Furthermore, there is no indication that if

construction is not started by June 2007 that any adverse action would, or even could, be taken

against USEC by DOE.  

B.  Submission of Pre-filed Testimony

The submission of pre-filed direct testimony by USEC shall be done in accordance with

the following guidelines.  The NRC Staff will submit its pre-filed testimony no later than March

12, 2007.  Within 15 days after receipt of the Staff’s written direct testimony, USEC may

present written direct testimony which, in its view, supplements, explains, conditions, or corrects
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12  Copies of this Memorandum and Order were sent this date by Internet e-mail
transmission to counsel for:  (1) USEC, Inc., and (2) the NRC Staff.

testimony submitted by the NRC Staff.  We do not want, and will not accept, testimony which

merely agrees with the NRC Staff’s submission.  We will not have the luxury of time within

which to go through two almost identical submissions in order to determine how, if at all, they

differ in substance.  Accordingly, we urge the parties to coordinate the preparation of the NRC

Staff’s pre-filed testimony in an effort to resolve differences before it is submitted to the Board. 

Thereafter, USEC should only present non-repetitive, pre-filed direct testimony that will

materially assist the Board in resolving the identified hearing issues and answering the safety

and environmental questions required in this hearing.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY 
  AND LICENSING BOARD12

/RA/
                                                   
Lawrence G. McDade, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
December 22, 2006
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